Leif C. Groop award for outstanding diabetes research

Prize for scientific excellence in research benefitting patients with diabetes

The prize is awarded by the Lund University Diabetes Centre and made possible by a donation from Novo Nordisk Scandinavia

The award for 2018 is 100,000 SEK

- Awardees must be 45 years old or younger on December 31, 2018, and active in any of the Nordic countries

Nomination Form

Deadline for Applications: 31 October 2018

Send your nomination as one complete PDF email attachment to:

hindrik.mulder@med.lu.se

Please send an electronic copy only – do not send paper copies!

General Information:

- Use Arial 12 point font with single line spacing throughout the complete application
1. Basic Information

Nominee:
Title (Dr, Prof):
First/Second Name:
Institution name (anglicised version):
Postal address (anglicised version):
Telephone: __________________ E-mail: __________________

One nominator is required; add nominators when needed.

Nominator:
Title (Dr, Prof):
First/Second Name:
Institution name (anglicised version):
Postal address (anglicised version):
Telephone: __________________ E-mail: __________________

Nominator:
Title (Dr, Prof):
First/Second Name:
Institution name (anglicised version):
Postal address (anglicised version):
Telephone: __________________ E-mail: __________________
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2. Letter of Recommendation (Max 500 words)

The prize is awarded for scientific excellence in the general area of diabetes research, which benefits patients with any type of diabetes. This means that excellent basic, clinical and translational research qualify for the prize. The candidate must be 45 years or younger on December 31 of the year of the nomination. Confirmed parental leave adds one year/child to the age limit. The candidate must be active and based in the Nordic countries, i.e., Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Iceland. Postdoctoral work outside of the Nordic countries may be part of the assessment.

The awardee is required to give a plenary prize lecture at the Diabetes Research Day at Lund University, typically held the 1st or 2nd week of February.

(N words)
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3. CV (Kindly list the nominee’s education and employment in reverse chronological order)

Education

Employment
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4. Bibliometry (Web of Science, Scopus or Google Scholar; indicate which has been used)

Indicate H-factor, total number of publications in peer-reviewed journals, and total number of citations

5. List of ten most relevant publications (in reverse chronological order)

Please insert links to online papers where possible
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6. Complete Bibliography (in reverse chronological order)